Terrific Tannheim!

With over 1,300 aircraft attending over the three-day weekend of 14th/16th July, the ‘Tannkosh’ Fly-In provided huge variety and a free and easy atmosphere. Seen below are four of the interesting visitors.

Because of its location in southern Germany, between Munich and Friedrichshafen, Tannheim attracts aircraft from adjacent countries, with Swiss visitors particularly arriving in large numbers. Above left is the Polish TS-11 Bies trainer, SP-YBD, which attracted much attention and, above right, the single-seat Klemm KL.35, D-ECIC. Below left can be seen the rare Oberlerchner JO8-15, D-EJHO (one of three attending) and, on the right, a Messerschmitt Me.108, which we had not seen before, which carried prominent period markings D-IBFW and its real registration, D-EBFW, on the rudder (all photos, RWS).